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Assessment 1 

1 The different forms of a gene are called

A. genotypes
A. phenotypes
B. offspring
C. alleles

2 Which of the following is an inherited trait in humans?

A. eye color
B. a sense of humor
C. a distaste for seafood
D. ability to ride a bike

3 Which of these genotypes is homozygous?

E. cC
F. TT
G. Ww
H. Rr

4 Look at the picture below. 

What does this picture show?

I. a hybrid
J. a chromosome
K. the nucleus of a cell
L. the double helix of DNA 

5 An organism with two different alleles for a trait is

M. recessive
N. a phenotype
O. heterozygous
P. homozygous

6 Look at the two tables below. 

Genes from Mother Trait
C curly hair

B Brown hair

Genes from Father Trait
c straight hair

B Brown hair

Based on the tables, which trait(s) can the offspring  
inherit ONLY from its mother?

A. straight hair
B. curly hair
C. brown hair
D. brown and straight hair

7 In dogs, long ears (L) is dominant to short ears (l). 
Which of the following genotypes will produce a dog 
with short ears?

A. ll
B. lL
C. Ll
D. LL

8 Gregor Mendel is considered the “father of genetics” 
due to his experiments with 

A. cows
B. fruit
C. birds
D. plants

Name ______________________________ Date_____________  Class_______________

Directions: Read the questions below. Circle the letter next to the correct answer. 

continued on next page
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9 Unattached earlobes are a dominant trait (E) in 
humans. Which of the people below will not have 
unattached earlobes?

E. father’s allele: E; mother’s allele: e
F. father’s allele: e; mother’s allele: E 
G. father’s allele: e; mother’s allele: e
H. father’s allele: E; mother’s allele: E

10 Which of the following best describes the number of 
chromosomes in a human cell?

I. 46 chromosomes organized into two sets of 23
J. 48 chromosomes organized into three sets of 16
K. 23 chromosomes
L. 46 chromosomes

11 Directions: Match the term on the left with its definition on the right. Write the letter for the matching definition in the space. 

Scientific Term Matching Letter Definition
1 allele A. to reproduce

2 DNA B. a physical characteristic that an organism possesses

3 breed C. the twisted-ladder structure of DNA 

4 probability D. the children or descendants of a person, animal, or plant

5 genotype E. the science of plants

6 botany F. the carrier of genetic information

7 trait G. a member of a gene pair

8 double helix H. the combination of genes passed on to offspring

9 genetics I. the study of heredity

10 offspring J. the mathematical chance that something will happen

12 Directions: Complete the four Punnett squares below. 
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13 Directions: Identify each of the following alleles as either heterozygous or homozygous. Write your answer on the 
blank lines. 

DD _______________________________

Ll ________________________________

ss ________________________________

nN _______________________________
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14 Directions: Complete the Punnett square and then answer the questions below. D = dark hair. d = light hair. 

15 In humans, broad lips is a dominant trait (B) and thin lips are a recessive trait (b). Draw a Punnett square below to 
 
 

16 How has the study of heredity benefited humans? 

17 Explain how playing Crazy Plant Shop helped you understand genetics. 

D d

D

d

Based on the genotype of the parents, what percentage of offspring will have 
dark hair? 

_________%

What percentage of offspring will have light hair?

_________%
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create a 50% probability that the offspring will have thin lips. Then explain on the lines below why the parents’ 
genotypes would create these offspring. 




